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Abstract

Textual Sentiment Analysis (TSA) delves into
people’s opinions, intuitions, and emotions re-
garding any entity. Natural Language Process-
ing (NLP) serves as a technique to extract
subjective knowledge, determining whether
an idea or comment leans positive, negative,
neutral, or a mix thereof toward an entity.
In recent years, it has garnered substantial
attention from NLP researchers due to the
vast availability of online comments and opin-
ions. Despite extensive studies in this do-
main, sentiment analysis in low-resourced lan-
guages such as Tamil and Tulu needs help
handling code-mixed and transliterated con-
tent. To address these challenges, this work
focuses on sentiment analysis of code-mixed
and transliterated Tamil and Tulu social media
comments. It explored four machine learning
(ML) approaches (LR, SVM, XGBoost, Ensem-
ble), four deep learning (DL) methods (BiL-
STM and CNN with fastText and Word2Vec),
and four transformer-based models (m-BERT,
MuRIL, L3Cube-IndicSBERT, and Distilm-
BERT) for both languages. For Tamil, L3Cube-
IndicSBERT and ensemble approaches outper-
formed others, while m-BERT demonstrated
superior performance among the models for
Tulu. The presented models achieved the 3rd

and 1st ranks by attaining macro F1-scores of
0.23 and 0.58 in Tamil and Tulu, respectively.

1 Introduction

TSA plays a crucial role in production and content
creation, offering insights into how consumers per-
ceive offerings and providing immediate feedback.
Utilizing the internet and social media, studies
focus on sentiment analysis in monolingual com-
ments, achieving high accuracy levels (Wankhade
et al., 2022). While research addresses multilingual,
code-mixed, and code-switched text, extensive ex-
ploration focuses on well-resourced languages like

English and Chinese (Xu et al., 2022). In contrast,
low-resourced languages such as Tamil and Tulu
need more exploration, particularly in code-mixed
and code-switched contexts. The challenge arises
from comments written in English letters, like Ro-
manized Tamil or Tulu, attracting recent attention
from academia (S. K. et al., 2024a).

ML and DL approaches like LSTM and BiL-
STM, and transformer-based models like BERT,
m-BERT, XLMR, and Distilm-BERT have been
extensively studied for monolingual and mul-
tilingual text, encompassing code-mixed, code-
switched, and Romanized formats in low-resource
languages (Sharif et al., 2019; Kalaivani and Then-
mozhi, 2021). Researchers focus on enhancing
accuracy, particularly in Tamil-English and Tulu-
English. Transformer-based models exhibit profi-
ciency in handling sequence dependencies, moti-
vating deeper exploration in these languages for
improved contextual understanding.

The critical contributions of this research work
are outlined below:

• Investigate several ML, DL, and transformer-
based models with fine-tuning to classify sen-
timent in Tamil and Tulu languages into four
classes: Positive, Neutral, Mixed, and Nega-
tive.

• Explored the suitable model for identifying
textual sentiment from Tamil and Telegu texts
on the available dataset.

2 Related Work

Understanding audience feedback is critical for
social media content creators, fostering self-
improvement and broader outreach. Similarly,
grasping user sentiment in the restaurant industry
is vital for improving services and cuisine quality
(Sharif et al., 2019). The study examines several
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ML models, such as DT, RF, and MNB models,
for classifying user reviews, where MNB achieved
the highest accuracy (80.48%). SA on Bengali
book reviews using a MNB attained an accuracy
of 84% (Hossain et al., 2021). Moreover, a study
on TSA in Tamil and Tulu code-mixed texts, uti-
lizing SVM and ensemble models with fastText
and TF-IDF, obtained F1 scores of 0.14 and 0.204,
respectively (Rachana et al., 2023). Numerous DL
methods have been explored for TSA across var-
ious high-resourced languages. For instance, an
Arabic aspect-based sentiment analysis employed
bidirectional GRU, achieving F1 scores of 70.76%
and 83.98% for aspect-based sentiment and senti-
ment polarity classification, respectively (Abdel-
gwad et al., 2022). Additionally, a fusion-based
deep learning model analyzed sentiment in COVID-
19 tweets, outperforming individual models like
CNN, BiGRU, and DistilBERT (Basiri et al., 2021).

Recent studies have explored transformer-based
models for sentiment analysis. For instance, a pro-
posed aspect-category sentiment analysis based on
RoBERTa integrated 1D CNN, cross-attention, doc-
ument attention, and fully connected layers for clas-
sification (Liao et al., 2021). Another study intro-
duced a BERT-based sentiment analysis model fo-
cusing on software engineering, fine-tuning BERT,
ALBERT, and RoBERTa models, and employing an
ensemble of these models (Batra et al., 2021). Addi-
tionally, a hybrid model combining RoBERTa and
LSTM layers demonstrated effectiveness in senti-
ment analysis (Tan et al., 2022). In multilingual
sentiment analysis, a study utilizing multilingual
BERT achieved notable F1 scores in Tamil, Malay-
alam, and Kannada, including English code-mixed
text (Kalaivani and Thenmozhi, 2021). Similarly,
sentiment analysis on a code-mixed Tamil-English
dataset using transformer-based models revealed
the superiority of XLM-RoBERTa over BERT and
RoBERTa models (Sangeetha and Nimala, 2023).
Furthermore, an investigation into sentiment analy-
sis in Tamil and Tulu code-mixed text highlighted
the efficacy of fine-tuned transformer-based models
across various scenarios (Hegde et al., 2023).

3 Task and Dataset Descriptions

In the shared task on ‘Sentiment Analysis in Tamil
and Tulu’ (S. K. et al., 2024b), participants were
tasked with exploring distinct models for each
language. Using the provided datasets, we con-
ducted multi-class classification to discern whether

a given comment falls into categories such as ‘Pos-
itive,’ ‘Neutral,’ ‘Negative,’ or ‘Mixed’ within
the Tamil-English code-mixed dataset developed
by Chakravarthi et al. (2020). Similarly, Hegde
et al. (2022) developed Tulu-English code-mixed
dataset SA containing the same classes as Tamil.
These gold standard datasets encompass code-
mixed Tamil-English, Romanized Tamil, code-
mixed Tulu-English, and Romanized Tulu texts.
Each corpus consists of distinct training, valida-
tion, and test sets.

Table 1 displays Tamil’s dataset details for senti-
ment analysis. In this task, the training set contains
90704 unique words, and the test set contains 4832
unique words, with 2330 out-of-vocabulary words.
The average lengths of samples are 10, 10, and
13 in the training, validation, and test sets, respec-
tively.

Data Class SC UWC OOV AL

Train

Positive 20,070

90,704 10
Neutral 5,628
Mixed 4,020
Negative 4,271

Validation

Positive 2,257

16,111 2,330 10
Neutral 611
Mixed 438
Negative 480

Test

Positive 73

4,832 13
Neutral 137
Mixed 101
Negative 338

Table 1: Detailed dataset statistics of sentiment analysis
in Tamil. The acronyms SC, UWC, OOV, and AL denote
sample count, unique word count, out-of-vocabulary
words, and average sample length, respectively.

Table 2 presents the dataset details for the sen-
timent analysis task in Tulu. Here, the majority
of training samples belong to the positive class.
The unique word counts in the training, validation,
and test sets are 18056, 2004, and 2145, respec-
tively. These statistics indicate that out of 2145
unique words in the test samples, 1094 are out-
of-vocabulary words unseen by the models during
training. The average sample lengths are 7, 6, and
7 in the training, validation, and test sets.

Notably, in both the Tamil and Tulu test sets, the
‘Positive’ class accounted for nearly two-thirds of
the samples in the training set, resulting in highly
imbalanced datasets.
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Data Class SC UWC OOV AL

Train

Positive 3,352

18,056 7
Neutral 1,854
Mixed 1,041
Negative 698

Validation

Positive 231

2,004 1,094 6
Neutral 124
Mixed 90
Negative 55

Test

Positive 248

2,145 7
Neutral 140
Mixed 70
Negative 43

Table 2: Detailed dataset statistics of sentiment analysis
in Tulu.

4 Methodology

The developed SA method starts with the text un-
dergoing preprocessing to eliminate unwanted spe-
cial characters, spaces, line breaks, and emojis. For
ML, we employed TF-IDF (Takenobu, 1994), while
pre-trained fastText (Bojanowski et al., 2017) and
Word2Vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) word embeddings
were utilized for DL. Figure 1 shows an abstract
process and employed models for TSA.

Figure 1: Schematic process of sentiment analysis in
Tamil and Tulu

TF-IDF, a statistical method, is an information
retrieval technique for words within text commonly
used in NLP tasks. In this work, we used word-
level n-grams for feature extraction using TF-IDF.
On the other hand, word embeddings transform
words into numerical representations, enabling the
capture of semantic meaning and relationships
within a continuous vector space. This work uti-
lized the 300 dimensions for both fastText and
Word2Vec.

4.1 Classifiers

This work explored several ML, DL, and
transformer-based approaches to classify sentiment
from Tamil and Tule texts.

ML Approaches: Logistic Regression (LR) is
developed using a ‘balanced’ class weight approach
to handle imbalanced datasets. It employs an ‘l2’
penalty for L2 regularization and the ‘lbfgs’ solver,
with a maximum iteration set to 200 and a regular-
ization parameter C kept at 1.0. Support Vector Ma-
chine (SVM) was used with a ‘linear’ kernel and
applied ‘balanced’ class weights. The ensemble
method combined multiple ML-based classifiers
to generate a new classifier. Its superior perfor-
mance in classification tasks over individual ML
models has already been established (Roy et al.,
2018). We constructed an ensemble method us-
ing DT, RF, SVM, and LR, implementing major-
ity voting for prediction. We set the class weight
to ‘balanced’ and utilized the ‘gini’ criterion for
RF and DT. For RF, we used a value of 100 for
‘n_estimators.’ The parameters for SVM and LR
remain consistent with their previous settings. XG-
Boost was employed with the ‘multi:softmax’ ob-
jective, employing ‘n_estimators’ of 200, a learning
rate of 0.3, and a maximum depth of 6.

DL Approaches: This work developed the BiL-
STM model (Hameed and Garcia-Zapirain, 2020)
using Word2Vec and fastText. They consist of a sin-
gle BiLSTM layer featuring 100 units. For classifi-
cation within the output layer, we applied softmax
activation. During training, we set a learning rate
of 3e−3, a batch size of 32, utilized 15 epochs, and
introduced a dropout of 0.2 to prevent overfitting.
We employed the CNN model (O’Shea and Nash,
2015) utilizing Word2Vec and fastText. Our ap-
proach involved a single layer of CNN, comprising
128 units with max-pooling. All other parameters
were configured identically to those of the BiL-
STM.

Transformer-based Appraches: We selected
several pre-trained transformer models available
through HuggingFace1 (Wolf et al., 2019), includ-
ing m-BERT, Distil-mBERT, L3Cube-IndicSBERT,
and MuRIL. The task dataset contains code-mixed
multilingual text, so these models proved partic-
ularly suitable. We fine-tuned these four models,
adjusting hyperparameters to attain optimal results,
utilizing a maximum length of 50, a batch size of
16, and a learning rate of 5e−6. Also utilized the

1https://huggingface.co/
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number of epochs 10 and 15 for Tamil and Tulu,
respectively.

MuRIL is a pre-trained BERT model on 17
major Indian languages, including their transliter-
ated counterparts (Khanuja et al., 2021). L3Cube-
IndicSBERT (Deode et al., 2023) utilizes the
MuRIL approach, trained on NLI datasets encom-
passing 10 primary Indian languages, Tamil and
Tulu included. m-BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) is
a pre-trained model trained on a vast multilingual
corpus, covering 104 languages in a self-supervised
manner. We employed ‘bert-base-multilingual-
cased.’ We also employed Distil-mBERT, a multi-
lingual variant of DistilBERT (Sanh et al., 2019). It
serves as a smaller and faster iteration of m-BERT.
We used ‘distilbert-base-multilingual-cased.’

5 Results and Analysis

This section details the performance analysis of the
proposed system, trained and evaluated on separate
corpora. The best models were employed for test
data predictions and evaluated using the macro-
averaged F1-score. Table 3 shows the results of all
ML, DL, and transformer-based models.

The ensemble approach in Tamil sentiment anal-
ysis outperformed most DL and transformer mod-
els, except L3Cube-IndicSBERT, achieving a pre-
cision (P) of 0.28, a recall (R) of 0.26, and a
macro F1-score (F) of 0.23. Meanwhile, L3Cube-
IndicSBERT achieved a similar macro F1-score
with a precision of 0.24 and a recall of 0.28. XG-
Boost showed poor performance, possibly due to
overfitting. In Tulu code-mixed sentiment analy-
sis, m-BERT excelled with precision of 0.59, recall
of 0.58, and a macro F1-score of 0.58, surpassing
other models.

5.1 Error Analysis

The best-performed models, ensemble (for Tamil)
and m-BERT (for Tulu), are further investigated
using quantitative and qualitative analysis for more
insights regarding their performance.

Quantitative Analysis: Figure 2 illustrates that
the model misclassified a significant portion of the
test samples in the TSA task in Tamil. This mis-
classification stems from the fact that while two-
thirds of the training samples were ‘Positive,’ the
test set comprised half as ‘Negative,’ a classless
frequency in the training set. Consequently, the
models predominantly predicted test samples as
‘Positive,’ leading to increased misclassification.

Figure 2: Confusion matrix for sentiment analysis in
Tamil using an ensemble of ML techniques

The developed m-BERT model (for Tulu) shows
promise, but there is room for improvement. Figure
3 shows that most ‘Mixed’ and ‘Negative’ test sam-
ples and a notable portion of ‘Neutral’ samples are
misclassified. Imbalanced datasets during training
could be the cause. Adjusting class weights could
enhance results.

Figure 3: Confusion matrix for sentiment analysis in
Tulu using m-BERT

Qualitative Analysis: Figure 4 displays pre-
dicted outcomes from the ensemble model for text
samples 2 and 3, which align with the actual classes
in the TSA task in Tamil. However, for samples 1,
4, and 5, misclassification of text occurs. Figure 5,
concerning the TSA in Tulu, shows that m-BERT
misclassified samples 2, 3, and 5. Whereas samples
1 and 4 were predicted to match the actual labels. It
is noted that English translations of Tamil texts are
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Methods Classifiers Tamil Tulu
P R F P R F

ML

LR 0.29 0.26 0.14 0.53 0.53 0.53
SVM 0.27 0.24 0.12 0.53 0.54 0.53
XGBoost 0.22 0.21 0.09 0.24 0.24 0.23
Ensemble 0.28 0.27 0.23 0.53 0.54 0.53

DL

BiLSTM + WV 0.27 0.27 0.22 0.27 0.26 0.26
BiLSTM + FT 0.27 0.24 0.19 0.25 0.24 0.21
CNN + WV 0.26 0.25 0.21 0.26 0.26 0.26
CNN + FT 0.25 0.25 0.19 0.24 0.23 0.21

Transformer

MuRIL 0.25 0.29 0.21 0.54 0.53 0.53
Indic-SBERT 0.24 0.28 0.23 0.55 0.56 0.56
m-BERT 0.29 0.26 0.20 0.59 0.58 0.58
Distil-mBERT 0.29 0.26 0.18 0.53 0.53 0.52

Table 3: Evaluation results on the test set using various ML, DL, and transformer-based models. P, R, F1, WV, and
FT represents precision, recall, macro F1-score, Word2Vec, and fastText respectively

Figure 4: Some predicted samples in Tamil using en-
semble

accomplished with Google Translate, and ChatGPT
does English translations of Tulu texts.

6 Limitations

The developed systems suffered some significant
limitations.

• The DL and transformer-based models rely
on extensive training data. Limited or biased
datasets can notably impact results, especially
when dealing with diverse or uncommon sen-
timent expressions.

• The system encountered difficulty effectively
managing class imbalances in both tasks.

Figure 5: Few predictions in Tulu using m-BERT

7 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper explored sentiment analysis on code-
mixed Tamil and Tulu datasets, investigating vari-
ous ML, DL, and transformer-based models. For
improved performance, this work delved into exper-
iments with transformer-based models such as m-
BERT, L3Cube-IndicSBERT, Distilm-BERT, and
MuRIL. In the case of Tamil, both the ensemble
and L3Cube-IndicSBERT outperformed, achieving
macro F1-scores of 0.23. Conversely, m-BERT ex-
hibited superior performance for Tulu with a macro
F1-score of 0.58.

Future research should explore adaptive learn-
ing rates, ensembles comprising different BERT
models, and advanced word embedding techniques
(ELMO, ULMFiT). Lastly, developing a fair model
applicable across languages can improve accuracy.
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